Ethiopia: the repository of penitentiary to its inhabitants but the handful tyrants and opportunist-mercenaries
[Citizens are forcibly uprooted from their homes]

Preamble

Internally displaced persons (IDPs) is defined as people or groups of individuals who have been forced to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights, and who have not crossed an international border.

Protection for internally displaced persons (IDPs) ultimately entails ensuring a durable solution to their plight. Creating and supporting the conditions to enable durable solutions is an essential element of national responsibility for addressing internal displacement. However, the way the question is answered and addressed can have serious ramifications for IDPs as it is clearly manifested through the anarchy created by the woyane government. General situation in the community of origin or settlement, including the political situation, safety and security, freedom of movement, amnesties or legal guarantees, human rights situation, legal and other mechanisms to protect the rights of women, children, youth, minorities, older people, type and duration of assistance available to them, etc. Forced displacement continued to be a major challenge to human security, most notably in Ethiopia, which together currently ranked as number one of the world’s displaced populations. The challenges are particularly pronounced due to the concentration of forcefully displaced persons in small, confined geographical spaces—in a city, at a border, in a camp or along a narrow transit route—and overall across a small set of the country. Such concentration leads to coping issues, for example, overcrowding and associated problems including inadequate physical protection and healthcare, increasing constraints on resources, and loss of livelihoods and educational opportunities.

The political polices of ethnic multi-dimensional crisis

We, citizens of Ethiopia, wanted to know when and why protection and assistance activities for IDPs will no longer be considered by the incumbent regime. While the focus of the article is primarily on displacement due to conflict and serious violations of human rights, caused by:

- deliberate negligence on the side of the mandatory regime-Abiy Woyane : no framework is intended to curb the issue of IDPs by the regime, as the governments has any intention in devising national legislation, policies and programs that promote solutions to internal displacement. It rather galvanized the displacement using the divisive constitution which allows the interethnic conflict with impunity .
- the opportunists- mercenaries who are paving the road for neo-liberalism-the silence of humanitarian organizations : promote a coherent transition from humanitarian aid to reconstruction and development as well as to provide a framework for the tyrannical mono-ethnic military dictator in devising national legislation, policies and programs that promote solutions to internal displacement
- the state-sponsoring west colonialists (U.S.A. and Britain, Arab Emirates): the clear majority of these displacement crises have been generated primarily by armed conflicts supported by Arab Emirates and Eritrean secessionist dictator.
- the ethnic-based violence caused by political leaders or insurgent leaders who manipulate ethnic, religious or linguistic differences for their own political or military purposes. The conflict IDPs are settled in close to six hundred or more locations, either in IDP sites, with host communities or in “collective centers” along the border areas and in major towns or villages across Southern Ethiopia, Oromia, Somali, Harar regions (Dire Dawa, Jijiga, etc.), and Addis Ababa cities, and elsewhere in the country. While fragility refers to societies’ heightened exposure to risks combined with a low capacity to mitigate or absorb them, violent conflicts are also closely associated with all the major displacement crises in 2019 Ethiopia.
The incompetent prime minister - a progeny of Woyane sleeping the sleep that knows no walking while citizens are beaten, killed, and rapped, houses burned, properties looted by his families-the OLF bandits!

Abiy Ahmed (Noble prize candidate : according to illusionists and mercenaries) to be nominated for:

- raising the bar of Internal People's Displaced (IPDs) in Ethiopia (number one in the world) that can be a model strategy for all traitors and opportunist-blood stained running dogs
- being the first African mercenary who dare Ethiopia for auction (where the highest bidders are the west and the Arab emirates) - showing the highest performance than any leaders hitherto ruling Africa: for embarrassing the historical African nations and exhibiting himself as top carnivore that allowed the OLF butchers to commit atrocities all over the country
- continuing the task assigned to Woyane by Neo-liberalists and Neo-colonialists
- being loyal to the members of national assemblies and national governments (cabinet members/ministers) of Western sovereign states, Arab Emirates, and the Eritrean fascist dictator

Sample heart breaking pictures of our flesh and blood: unheard and untold history of displacement in Abiy-Woyane regime
1.4 million Ethiopians fled their homes this year, this data confirms Ethiopia has highest number internally displaced people in 2018 and 2019: United Nation reported!

It is estimated that there are today 1.4 million internally displaced persons in Ethiopia after Abiy Ahmed crowned by his Western masters. So the subject of internal displacement is hardly an academic one in our country but a real problem affecting large numbers of people and involving unresolved issues of national borders, multiethnic versus monoethnic regime, minority rights and democratization. The regime is considered to have the exclusive responsibility of providing for the wellbeing and security of their citizens-irrespective ethnic discrimination and political views. Since regime failed or condone to do so or deliberately subjected the populations to forced displacement, starvation, mass killings and other serious abuses, we Ethiopians where ever we are and the international community must condemn this atrocities before the country breaks a part: we should stand by our people.

The hard fact is most cases of conflict-induced displacement have one element in common: certain ethnic groups or minority groups in the society feel or are dispossessed and abandoned by the national authorities and in the absence of national remedies, seek to reverse this through united revolutionary struggle against the divisive regime and its cronies. Abiy Woyane is instigating and even fomenting civil war to achieve his Oromia state goal. In looking around and observing the current realities of human right violations in our country, we must decipher case upon case of regime monopolized by or identified with one ethnic group to the exclusion or marginalization of others, resulting in civil conflict and mass displacement. Moreover, we must note that:

The development of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, the first international standards for IDPs, underscores that internal displacement requires both national and international action. Presented by the Representative of the Secretary-General to the UN in 1998, the Principles basically affirm the doctrine of sovereignty as responsibility. They assert that primary responsibility for the displaced rests with their governments, but they underscore the important role the international community has to play when governments fail to discharge these responsibilities. Governments, the Principles assert, must allow rapid and unimpeded access by humanitarian organizations to IDPs.
The effect of ethnic cleansing in the present Ethiopia and the fear that the non-Oromos are experiencing

Among the several preambles depicted in the United Nation Human right declaration, two of them states:

- Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people.
- Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom.

The above preamble underlines the equality, recognition or the exercise of the rights or freedoms, that is in comparison with other persons or groups; ethnics, finally, the preamble refers to political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.

In Harargei province the non-Oromo in Dire Dawa, Harar, Jijiga, etc., are currently, like any other non-Oromo in Haragei region, are living the unheard and untold trepidation of future ethnic cleaning. The recent murderous act by Kerro-Abiy and Lemma Megersa is testimonial to the atrocity where these groups are functioning. No government or otherwise protection of minorities like Amhara, Somali, Gedeo, Adere, Afar, or any non Oromos are protected from fear of persecution. The united Nation declaration declare, along the above preambles:

**Article 2:** Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

**Article 3:** Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person

**Article 12:** No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Violating these basic human rights, the alleged groups, unless the government or any other international organization act quickly, will not stop killing or dismantling the non Oromo inhabitants, civil awr is inevitable phenomena. Note that after Abiy has taken power the killing of non-Oromo in Ethiopia speeded up, as the OLF who incorporate Kerro and calim Abiy is their own ethnic member. It does not need a mathematical proof to justify that this ethnic cleansing is given a green light by Abiy himself. Silence is a prema facia evidence of escalating the current killing!

What should we do at this critical moment to help stop further annihilation of our innocent people? Where Anarchism has escalated to its climax!

- We should shout the slogan of united Ethiopia where all its inhabitants live peacefully-with dignity, freedom, equality, and justice without fear of persecution, displacement, and different political opinions.
- Demand all peace loving major or minor ethnic groups to help us show sympathy, humanity, and to stand by our side at any time we need help to save our lives. Forced displaced citizens enjoy without discrimination an adequate standard of living, including shelter, health care, food, water and other means of survival.
c. Request all genuine and concerned political parties to consider our issues, based as non-Oromo minority, and be the voice of the voiceless. The cultural values and traits of all ethnic groups history is the history of all Ethiopians, we are brothers and sisters to all-despite our ethnic diversities. The beauty of our Country Ethiopia is manifested through its ethnic diversity, where we share cultural diversity such as religion, doro wett, adereh ulbet, our music, similarities of dance, etc. This makes Ethiopia so spectacular that is embraced by the blossoms of colored-cultural flower.

d. Shout the slogan of "displaced persons should not suffer attacks, harassment, intimidation, persecution or any other form of punitive action upon return to their home communities or settlement in other locations."

e. Send letters of invitation to Ethiopians who support our cause and share the interethnic conflicted created throughout Ethiopia.

f. Send letter of outcry to international human right organizations, NGO's (such as Human Right Watch, Amnesty International, UN, UNHCR, etc.), international peace loving governments and communities to press the current OLF government to take action before conditions run into the brick wall: before mass cleansing of our vulnerable ethnic happens. We non Oromos are in fear and floating in a thin air with no future survival of hope-unless the world notices the anxiety we are in.

g. Recently killing non Oromos in Dire Dawa (Harar), Goner, Gedeo, Gambela, and elsewhere is escalated by Oromo Bandits-orchestrated by Abiy and Lemma Megersa: The Kerros using a wide variety of weapons including swords, spears, bows and arrows, slings, daggers, and guns.

h. Abiy government has never taken any measure to stop the killing, it actually consolidated the murderous act by the Kerros.

i. Women have been raped, old people and adults have massacred in Jijiga, Dire Dawa, and Harar, and all over Ethiopia. This atrocity has been continuing to this day.

j. Ethiopia has no government, no rule of law, and it is under the siege of murderous bandits of the Oromo Kerros everywhere. Non Oromos have been displaced with in the country in the unheard and untold amount. Anarchism has taken place as there is no central government that can protect the civilians who are desperately looking for help!

---

Justice, freedom, equality, and human right respect to all Ethiopians!

Please, Abiy stop motivating the Oromo murderers and the armed bandits in cleansing women, children, and all the vulnerable citizens!

We ask all major ethnic groups to respect the internationally recognized human rights for all!

We are all brothers and sisters we can live together with peace and freedom!

Stop discriminating the helpless civil societies as they don’t cause any harm to any one!

God/Allah save our Ethiopia from Ethnic cleansing, as we are all your children!

We concerned Ethiopians call upon all diasporas and other region to join us in opposing the atrocities that are caused by the ethnically structured Abiy government-supported by neo-colonialists. Let us act now before we lose large amount of our innocent people!

Please, let us come together and report this gross human right violation throughout the region to international human right organizations, such as Amnesty International, Human Right Watch, HR-American, and Geneva (where the human right office is situated).

Some links that display the atrocities in the current Ethiopia!

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2286471558342584&id=1645792859077127